
Dear parents and carers, 

Below is an overview of the week’s timetable. Arithmetic, Reading, English and Maths lessons must 

be done in sequence – if you miss a day, don’t skip a lesson, otherwise the learning will not make 

sense. 

All work on Google Classroom will be available at 9am. For maths, there may be an attached video 

from White Rose Maths or other supportive videos to help your child through the worksheets. For 

new concepts there may also be a guidance video by the class teacher to help further understanding 

if required. The children can use the message system on Google Classroom to gain support from 

teachers and their friends. 

3/4 Time Table  

9:00 Flashback 4/ Arithmetic Google Classroom 

9:30 Class  Reader Google Classroom 

10:00 English Google Classroom 

10:30 Maths Google Classroom 

11:00 Reading MyOn  

Lunchtime 

Afternoon  
1-2pm 

Topic lesson Google Classroom 

2-3pm Additional computer/ website 
time 

Google Classroom  

 

Class Reader: Our Class Reader for this half term is Secrets of a Sun King – based around our Ancient 

Egyptian topic. Each week there will be a recorded video of a class teacher reading a chapter of the 

book. This will be the basis for the reading session each day with questions or activities about the 

chapter.  

Topic: For the topic lessons, there will be a variety of different lessons throughout the week, 

however not always a post every day. Some of the projects will take longer than one afternoon.  

Any work done on paper, should be kept to bring back in to school. 

Additional computer/ website time: Here are some other activities you should be spend time on 

every day or some extra activities if you need them: 

• TTRockstars- multiplication games every day. 

• MyMaths – complete the weekly activities.  

• My ON - Read at least 15-20 minutes. If you run out of books at home, please head to 

MyOn.co.uk – this has books selected for your child and their reading age. Maybe write 

down the best parts of the story and what you think about the different characters. 

• Education City- there will be weekly activities on the ‘classwork’ area of the website. There 

are also games and extra activities for the children to select based on different subjects and 

year groups.  

If you are having any issues at home, please get in touch with us immediately so we can support you 

in resolving any issues. 

Thank you for your continued support, 

The Years 3 and 4 team 


